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I wanna talk about a few little changes
A nip and a tuck, just a few little changes
Looking over the scene its such a pitiful view
Whats with all the silly tunes I'm hearing of channel U
You heard me, serve me something different
I'm representing Britain
Cause the whole of the UK, dont hear you say
'I hear you and feel the same way'
Now, lets not forget to give reps
To the fellas and the ladies making credible music
So we can move it
Something for a hard heart just to sooth it
Hell yeah, Estell rings bells in your ears
Play Amy Winehouse, turn the lights out
Blak Twang on the mic, what a beautiful sight
Roots Manouver, what a manouver
Now that I got your attention, back to the topic at hand
Is this the land of the free or the lands on it knees
Go head, explain your point to me please

When the base drum kicks and the snare goes
I need to feel it right from the get go
Let go, if the sound you spew is retro
There's a real mc on the mic presto!
I've made my point real clear, you hear me here
Its simple mathematics, yes i'm a music addict
I come across erratic, but i like it just like that!

Take it down another tempo
I'm gonna keep it simple
I dont want no complications
So play this on your station
I'm weeping, cant you see it, UKG is bleeding
Horns beeping, I need it
Just like the dealers need to keep dealing

When the base drum kicks and the snare goes
I need to feel it right from the get go
Let go, if the sound you spew is retro
There's a real mc on the mic presto!
I've made my point real clear, you hear me here
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Its simple mathematics, yes i'm a music addict
I come across erratic, but i like it just like that!
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